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â€œOur favorite coloring book company.â€• â€“ The Skimm  As featured in Time, the New York

Times, USA Today and publications around the world!   From illustrator Rudy Fig comes a

candy-coated new adult coloring book: Whipped!   Published by Blue Star, the team behind multiple

national bestselling adult coloring books.   A charming treat of 30 delightfully decadent images,

featuring sugar-caked scenery, frosted faces, dreamy dolls, and much more!   Designs range in

complexity from beginner to expert-level.   Provides hours and hours of stress relief, mindful calm,

and fun, creative expression.   Join millions of adults all around the world who are rediscovering the

simple relaxation and joy of coloring!
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When I find a new (to me) artist in coloring books, I try to do my research on their artwork. When I

first saw this book by Rudy Fig, I was able to find a number of examples of her work and was

intrigued enough to purchase the book. While much of the artwork I found elsewhere had doll-like

young ladies only partially clothed, I was pleased to find that was not the case with this book. It

means it gets to be in the â€œGâ€• rated pile of coloring books in my house for kids of all ages to

color if they wish. Had it been otherwise, it would have been for me alone and possibly difficult to

post photos on .Having said all of that, I did really like her artwork and I also like the coloring book



form. It comes across as fun and magical â€“ a land where there are planets that look like kitty cat

heads and where little girls have huge doll-like eyes. The designs range from super cute to simply

adorable. They call for lots of interesting color combinations which will make for coloring in this book

a ton of fun.The designs in this book are printed on one side of the non-perforated thin white page.

Most of the designs stop before the binding; however, I did find six that merged into the binding. The

binding is glued rather than sewn. Cutting out those six pages will probably result in losing a small

portion of the design but nothing integral to it. As I was able to break the spine and get the book to

lay flat, I probably will not be cutting pages out of this book.All of my markers (water and

alcohol-based) bleed through and my gel pens and India ink artist pens leave a distinct shadow on

the back of the page. My coloring pencils work well with the paper. I will use a blotter page

(chipboard, card stock, heavier weight paper, etc.) below the page I am working on to keep the

design below from being ruined. I will list, in the comments section below, the coloring medium I

used to test this book.

This is a fun coloring book. Thee pictures are really cute and you can get very creative with them.

The paper is okay but could be a little thicker. The pages are not perforated so you have to cut the

page out. I just slide the edge of my scissors down the side and the page removes easily. However,

you don't always get the straightest edge that way.This is one of my favorite books to color. The

pictures are bigger with not so many tiny details. This is beneficial to me because my hands get

really sore from arthritis of I do small , intricate details. I do prefer my coloring books to have

perforated pages so i removed one star. It just makes things easier in my opinion but that's just my

personal preference.I love this book and I hope there are more like it to come! I've added a few

pictures for your example . One of them is unfinished but you can see the potential and fun pictures!

Enjoy this book!

Very pretty designs very ugly printing job. I find them to be a little cartoonish because of the thick

black lines, but there's a nice variety of drawings. I bought it for my 7 year old niece so I guess the

cartoonish aspect is okay. The paper quality is not good. The paper feels kind of rough, like

newspaper, and you can see through. Be careful if using markers because it will definitely go

through. I'm thinking of copying a few pages on good paper for myself. Also, it seems as if the

printer was running out of toner.

This book is weird, and I like it. There are a few pages that I just didn't care for, but I was able to



easily tear them out and let my 6 year old color. I wish there were more detailed art work to color in

this book, but I had fun coloring it regardless. All of the pictures are on one-sided pages and again,

as with any of these coloring books, I suggest that if you are coloring with markers to place a few

pages under the page you are coloring to prevent any bleed through.

These pictures are the perfect mix of cute and fun. Some of them are easier than others, so if I can

choose whether I want something quicker and easier or a little more challenging, but none of the

pictures make me think "this would take forever to color" which is great for me! Also, my 7 year old

daughter can color some of them if she wants to.The cover is nice, the pages are of good quality,

images are only printed on one side (a must for me), and they are NOT perforated (I know some

people prefer them to be perforated- for this book I would prefer they aren't perforated because I

would rather keep them all together, and it would get in the way of some of the pictures).I haven't

found anything I didn't like about this coloring book yet. Would recommend for beginning adult

color-ers (not a word, I know), or for those who don't want to spend 3 hours coloring in a bunch of

tiny patterns :)

The drawings in this book are adorable as I expected. However, the lrinting quality on the first half of

the pages is terrible! The ink is faded in and out as if the printer was out of ink. I am so

disappointed. I am still debating whether I am returning or not. If I were the artist I would be upset

that my artwork is downgraded by a shotty printing job, it does not do Ruby Fig's whimsical

drawings any justice.Paper quality is average. And printed on only one side of the paper, which I

prefer. I would like if the pages were perforated, but that is not a deal breaker for me.
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